3 Tseng Yong-yih 曾永義 has further pointed out that certain details of the "Fanli"凡例 (Directions to the Reader) to the play do not accord with what we know about Xu Wei and his dramaturgical practice. 4 In the introduction to his detailed chronology of Xu Wei's life, Xu Shuofang 徐朔方 simply states that "there is not enough proof" to consider the play Xu Wei's work and thus he will not discuss it further.
5
Scholars who accept an attribution of Singing in Place of Screaming to Xu Wei base themselves on the literary merit of the play, and while I am not persuaded of Xu Wei's authorship by their arguments I do agree with their assessment of the play as an excellent satiric comedy. As such it is well worth translating in its own right.
6
One of the most interesting aspects of Singing in Place of Screaming is the way in which the theme of carnivalesque topsy-turviness referred to in its title is played out in the "wedge" (xiezi 楔子) and each of its four acts, and is reinforced on all levels. In this play the hypocritical realities behind social ideals are made evident and also laughable by turning these ideals on their heads, thus literally substituting singing (i.e. the play) for the screaming to which one might be tempted when contemplating these realities. e world of this play is one where monks cheerfully admit a general lack of adherence to monastic vows of abstinence, where the romantic ideal of a talented scholar and a gi ed beauty is replaced by a love a air between an amorous monk and an adulterous wife, and where a lecherous and corrupt magistrate is not vanquished by one who is honorable and upright but is instead henpecked by his shrewish wife. Further, just as the drama plays with expectations regarding the play's content, so too does it subvert both language and dramatic convention in the service of its satire.
All four acts of the drama constitute an extended play on words as they each literalize a di erent proverb. e most common of these four proverbs is "Zhang's hat on Li's head" (Zhang mao Li dai 張帽李 戴) and is the focus of Act III. In Act III, translated in full below, we see additional types of language play. e singer in this act, Monk Li, the only character that appears on stage in each of the play's four acts, hides crude sexual allusion in owery verbiage, cheerfully mangles Buddhist terminology to suit his purpose, and manipulates language 
